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SECTION K
"Historicall Poeticall and other
miscelanious bookes in 40: & 80:1*
885. Du Bartas his Divine weekes & workes £0 06 8
Guillaume de SALUSTE DU BARTAS, Bartas his Devine
Weekes and Workes translated ... by I(oshua)
Silvester, London, 1605, 1606 ; 1608 ; 1611 ; 1613 40
CM, p.3 ; STC : 21649-21652)
886. The history and proceedings about ye powdr: treason
£0 02 6
Anon., A True and Perfect Relation of the whole
proceedings against the late ... Traitors, Garnet, a
Jesuit, and his confederats, London, 1606 ; republished
in 1662 by J.H., Gent. at London 40
(STC : 11618-11619a ; H82C-H83)
887. Bales Pageant of popes £0 02 0
John BALE, Bishop of Ossory, The Pageant of Popes,
contayninge the lyves of all the Bishops of Rome, from
the beginninge of them to the yeare of Grace 1555 ...
now Englished with sondrye additions by I(ohn)
S(tudley), London, 1574 40
888. A discourse of horsmanship and huntinge £0 01 4
Gervase MARKHAM, A Discource of Horsmanshippe. Wherein
the breeding and ryding of Horses for service ... is ...
... sette downe. Also the anner to chuse, trayne, ryde
and dyet, both Hunting-horses, and Running-horses,
London, 1593 ; 1599 (different title) 40
(STC : 17346)
889. of Policy and Religion by Tho: ffitzherbert £0 04 0
Thomas FITZ-HERBERT, The first (-second) part of a
treatise concerning policy and religion, 2nd ed.,
corrected and enlarged, Douai?, 1615, 1610 40
First edition (Part 1 only) : Douai, 1606, in 80.
Another edition of Part 1 was printed at London, 1652 (40).
(STC : 11017-11019 ; F1102)
* On the whole, this section subdivides quite neatly into two
smaller sections : a large number of works published in 40,
followed by a smaller category of works in 80 (and some 120).
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Patrick SYNSON, A Short Compend of the historie of the
first ten persecutions moved against Christians, divided
into III. centuries. Whereunto are added ... treatises
... clearly declaring the novelties of Popish Religion,
Edinburgh, 1613, 1616 40
Later published, in slightly amended form, as The
historie of the Church, London, 1624, 1625.
(STC : 23601)
The History of 7 Champions of Christendome £0 03 0
Richard JOHNSON, The most famous history of the Seven
Champions of Christendme: Saint George ... Saint
Denis ... Saint lames ... Saint Anthony ... Saint Andrew
... Saint Patricke ... and Saint David ... Sheving
their Honorable battailes by Sea and Land, London,
1596, 1597 ... London, 1680 40
(STC 14677-14683 ; J795A-J798A)
Geographie by Peter Heylin £0 05 6
Peter HEYLYN, Nicrocosmus, or a Little Description of the
Great World. A treatise historicall, Geographicall,
politicall, theologicall, Oxford, 1621 ... 9th ed.,
Oxford, 1639 40
(STC : 13276-13284)
893. Camdens Britania in lat £0 06 0
William CAMDEN, Britannia. Sive florentissimorus
regnorum, Angliae, Scotiae, Hiberniae, et Insularum
adiacentium ex ultima antiquitate Chorographica
descriptio, London, 1594 ; 1600 40
Also 3 editions in 80 : London, 1586 ; 1587 ; 1590.
(DS, p.287 ; STC : 4506-4507)
894. Politick, morrall & martiall discourses £0 02 6
Jean HURAULT, Politicke, moral, and martial Discourses
... Translated into English by A. Golding, London,
1595
(STC : 14000)
895. The ffrench Academy
Pierre de LA PRIMAUDAYE, The French Acadenie, wherein
is discoursed the institution of maners ... Newly
translated into English by T.B., London, 1586 ... 5th
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896. Cebetis Thebani tabula £0 00 6
CEBES, Tabula, Frankfurt, 1507 40
Numerous later editions in 40, the majority of which
were Greek-latin versions.
897. Jo: Prisei historia Britaniae defensio £0 02 0
Sir John PRICE, Historiae Brtannicae defensio,
London, 1573 40
(STC : 20309)
898. Ricas Stanihursti de rebus Hibernicis lib £0 02 0
Richard STANIHURST, De Rebus in Hibernia gestis, Libri
quattuor. Accessit ... Hibernicarum rerun appendix,
ex S. Giraldo Cambrensi ... collecta, Antwerp and
Leyden, 1584 40
899. Breviarium Rom: Pontificum £0 01 0
Almost certainly an edition of the Tridentine Breviary:
CHURCH OF ROME, Breviartu Ronanua, ex decreto Sacrosancti
Concilij Tridentini restitutun, Pii V. Pont. Max. iussu
editum, Venice, 1570 40
Numerous subsequent editions in 40.
900. Hieroglyphica sacra £0 02 0
I have not been able to trace a work with this exact
title. In all probability, however, it is an edition of:
HORAPOLLO, Hieroglyphica hoc est de sacris Aegyptiorua
literis, Bologna, 1517 ; Basle, 1518 ; Paris, 1548 40
This work was included in a later collection of similar
writings by Giovanni Pierio Valeriano entitled
Hieroglyphica, sive de sacris AEgyptiorum aliarumque
gentium literis commentariorum libri LVIII, Frankfurt,
1614, 1613 (40) ; republished in 2 volumes, Cologne,
1631 (40).
901. Ricas Stanihursti de rebq Hibernicis lib £0 01 6
Another copy of Item no. 898, above.
902. The history of Theogines & Cariclia in french wth
brass catch £0 07 6
HELIODORUS, Bishop of Tricca, Les Adventures anoureuse
de Theagenes et Cariclee (trans. Pierre Vallet), Paris,
1613 ; later editions, trans. J. de Montlyard, Paris,
1623 ; 1626 ; 1633 80*
(* Nb. This, and the following six works in French,
were published exclusively in octavo).
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903. Poliarchus and Argenis in french in ye same manner
£0 07 6
John BARCLAY, L'Argenis, de Ian Barclay. Traduction
nouvelle (by Pierre de Marcassus) Enrichie de figures,
Paris, 1623 ; 1624 ; 1625 ; 1633 ; 1638 80
904. The history of Cassandra in french in 5 vol £0 15 0
Gautier de COSTES DE LA CALPRENODE, Cassandre, 10 vols.
in 5, Paris, 1644-67 ; 1644-60 ; 1654-60 80
905. Histoire le Interditt de Venise £0 01 8
Paolo SARPI, Histoire des diff6rens entre le pape
Paul V et la r6publique de Venise as ann6es 1605. 1606.
et 1607. Traduite (by Jean de Cordes) d'Italien en
fran ois, Paris, 1625 80
906. Rowland Amoreux £0 03 0
latteo Maria BOIARDO, Count di Scandiano, Histoire de
Roland l'amoreux ... par M. Jacques-Vincent Du Crest-
Arnaud, Lyons, 1614 ; another ed., trans. F. de Rosset,
Paris, 1619 80
907. Jo: de Serres Cronockle of all ye Kgs: of ffrance till
Hen: ye 4th £1 02 0
Jean de SERRES, Inventaire general de l'histoire de
France, depuis Pharamond jusques a Henri IIII aujourd'
hui regnant ... par Jean de Serres, 4 vols., Paris,
1600-1608 80*
(* Nb. Although a 4 vol. edition is not stipulated in
the catalogue, the value accorded to this item certainly
suggests more than a single volume).
Le Astree de mesire Honore D'Urfe £0 05 0
Honore D'URF , L'Astree de messire Honore' d'Urfe ...ou,
par plusieurs histoires et sous personnes de bergers et
d'autres, sont d6duits les divers effets de 1'honeste
mitir , Paris, 1607 ; 1612
1627 (2 vols) ; 1633, 1632
; Lyons, 1617 ; Paris, 1624 ;
(5 vols) 8°
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909. Auli Gellij noctium Atticarum lib £0 01 0
Aulus GELLIUS, Noctes Atticae, Paris, 1508 40
Numerous subsequent editions in both 40 and 80.
First edition : Rome, 1469, in folio.
910. ffaciculus temporum £0 01 0
Wernerus ROLEWINCKIUS, Fasciculus te porum omnes
antiquorum cronicas succincte complectens, Paris,
1512 40
Another ed., Paris, 1525 (80).
First edition : Cologne, 1474, in folio.
911. Illustrium virorum Epistolae p(er) Angelum Politianum
£0 01 0
Angelo AMBROGINI Poliziano, Illustrium virorum Epistolae,
Antwerp, 1510 40
Numerous subsequent editions in 40 and 80.
912. The history of Palmeri of England* £0 04 6
913.
The (First) - Seconde Part, of the Historie, of the
Princes Palmerin of England, and Florian du Desart his
brother ... Translated out of French by A. N(unday),
London, 1596 ; 1616 ; 1639 ; 1664 40
Part 3 was published separately at London, 1602 (40).
* Variously ascribed to either Francisco de NORAES or
Luis HURTADO.
(STC : 19161-19165 ; M2613A-M2613B)
The history of Arthur of ye round table £0 05 6
Sir Thomas NALORY, The most Ancient and Famous History
of the renowned Prince Arthur ... Wherein is declared
his life and death ... As also the noble acts and
heroicke deeds of his valiant knights of the Round
Table, London, 1634 40
(STC : 806)
914. The Anatomy of Witt by Jo: Lilly £0 02 6
John LYLY, Euphues. The Anatomy of Wyt ... wher in are
contained the delights that Wyt followeth in his youth
by the pleasuntnesse of Love, and the happynesse he
reapeth in age, by the perfectnesse of wisedome, London,
1578? ... London, 1636 40
(STC : 17051-17067)
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915. Of ye Advancemte of Learninge £0 01 6
Francis BACON, Viscount St. Albans, The Twoo Bookes of
Francis Bacon. Of the proficience and advancement of
Learning, divine and humane, London, 1605 ; 1629
Oxford, 1633 40
(DS, p.15 ; STC : 1164-1166)
916. A booke of playes (40) £0 06 0
917. A Mirror for Magistrates £0 05 6
William BALDWIN, A Nyrroure for Magistrates. Wherein
may be seen by example of other, with howe grevous
plages vices are punished, London, 1559 ... London,
1578 40
In 1574, this work was incorporated into a larger
work by John HIGGINS entitled The first parte of the
Nirrour for Magistrates, London, 1574 ; 1575 ; 1587 (40).
Finally, in 1578 appeared The second part by Thomas
BLENERHASSET, London, 1578 (40). A complete edition
by all three authors appeared at London, 1610, 1609 (40).
(STC : 1247-1252 ; 13443-13446 ; 3131)
918. The Destruction of Troy £0 02 0
Raoul LEikVRE, The Aumcient Historie of the destruction
of Troy. Translated out of French into English, by
W. Caxton. Newly corrected, and the English much
amended, by William Fiston, London, 1596 ... 10th ed.,
London, 1680 40
(STC : 15379-15382 L929-L941)
919. The naturall and morrall history of ye East & west
Indies £0 06 0
Joseph de ACOSTA, The naturall and morall historie of
the East and West Indies, tr(anslated) by E.G.,
London, 1604 40
(M, pp. 1,132,143,149 and passim ; STC : 94)
920. A forme of prayer for ye 30th of January £0 00 6
CHURCH OF ENGLAND, A Form of Co mon Prayer, to be used
upon the thirtieth of January, being the Anniversary-
Day appointed by Act of Parliament for fasting and
humiliation, London, 1661 40
(STC : C4113-C4114)
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921. The booke of Cannons £0 01 0
CHURCH OF ENGLAND, A Booke of Certaine Canons




fof England, London, 1571 ; revised, London, 1604, with
numerous subsequent editions, and revised again in
1640 40
Camdens remaynes £0 03 0
William CAMDEN, Remaines of a Greater Worke, concerning
Britaine, the inhabitants thereof, their languages,
names, surnames, empreses, wise speeches, poesies, and
epitaphes, London, 1605 ... London, 1657 40
(STC : 4521-4526 ; C374-C375)
The Travailes of Wm: Lithgow £0 03 6
William LITHGOW, A most delectable, and true discourse,
of an admired and painefull peregrination from Scotland
to the most famous Kingdomes in Europe, Asia and
Affricke, London, 1614 ; 1616 ; 1623 ; 1632 ; 1640 40
(STC : 15710-15714)
924. Valentine & Orson £0 01 8
Anon., The Hystory of the two valyaunte Brethren
Valentyne and Orson, sonnes unto the Emperour of
Greece (trans. H. Watson), London, 1510? ...London,
1671
(STC : 24571.3-24573 ; V28-V28A)
925 Lamberts perambulacon of Kent
40
£0 04 6
William LANBARD, A Perambulation of Kent, containing the
description, Hystorie, and Customes of the Shyre,
London, 1576 ; 1596 40
Another ed., London, 1656 (80).
(DS, p.271 ; STC : 15175-15176)
926. Gondibert by Sr: Wm: Davenant £0 03 6





927. The new found pollitick £O 02 0
Traiano BOCCALINI, The New-Found Politicke ... wherein
the governments, greatnesse and power of the most notable
Kingdomes and coumon-wealths of the world are discovered
928.
929.
and censured (translated by John Florio, Thomas Scott
and William Vaughan), London, 1626 40
(STC : 3185)
The history of ye boy of Bilson £0 01 0
Richard BADDELEY, The Boy of Bilson ; or a true
discovery of the late notorious impostures of certaine
Romish Priests in their pretended Exorcisme or expulsion
of the Divell out of a young boy, named W. Perry ... of
Bilson, London, 1622 40
(DS, pp.252,265,274,275 ; STC : 1185)
Romaines Antiquityes £0 02 6
Thomas GODWIN, Romanae Historiae Anthologia. An English
Exposition of the Romane Antiquities, wherein many Romane
and EDnglish Offices are paralleld and divers otscure
phrases explained, Oxford, 1614 ... Oxford, 1680 40
(STC : 11956-11964 ; G985-G995)
930. Moses and Aron by Tho: Goodwin £0 02 6
Thomas GODWIN, Moses and Aaron. Civil and ecclesiastical
rites used by the ancient Hebrewes ; observed, and at
large opened, for the clearing of many obscure texts
thorowout the whole Scripture London & Oxford, 1625
... 11th ed., London, 1678 40
(DS, p.114 ; STC : 11951-11955 ; G976-G983)
931. Sr: Edw: Deeringe Speeches in Parliamte: £0 01 2
Sir Edward DERING, The Speeches of Sr. Edward Deering
in the Comons House of Parliament. 1641, London,
1641 40
(STC: D1116-D1117)
932. The end and begininge of Popery £0 00 8
Walter LYNNE, The beginning and endynge of all popery,
or popish kyngedome (being taken oute of certaine olde
prqphecies more then CCC yeres agone, here faythfully
set forth to the amendement of this present worlde,
out of hye Almayne by Gvalter Lynne), London, 1548?
1588 40
(STC : 17115-17116)
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933. A Survey of London £0 04 0
John STOW, A survay of London, contayning the originall
antiquity, increase, moderne estate, and description of
that citie ... also an apologie ... against the opinion
of some men, concerning the citie, the greatnesse there
of, London, 1598 ; 1603 ; 1618 40
(STC : 23341-23344)
934. The History of Trebizond £0 01 8
Thomas GAINSFORD, The Historie of Trebizond. In foure
bookes, London, 1616 40
(STC : 11521)
935. A Dicourse(sic) concirninge Prophesies £0 01 4
John HARVEY, A Discoursive Probleme concerning
Prophesies, how far they are to be valued, or credited
... Devised especially in abatement of the terrible
threatenings ... denounced against the kingdo s and
states of the world, this present ... yeere, 1588,
London, 1588 40
(STC : 12908)
936. A Compend of Church history £0 01 0
Another copy of Item no. 890, above.
937. The English Schoolemaster £0 00 8
Edund COOTE, The English Scholemaister, teaching all
his schollars, of what age soever, the most easie short
and perfect order of distinct readinge & true writinge
our Englishe tonge, London, 1596 ... 40th ed., London,
1680 40
(STC : 5711-5716 ; C6067-C6075)
938. The Catholique Moderator £0 00 4
H.C. (i.e. Jacques DAVY DU PERRON), The Catholike
Noderator: or a Noderate Examination of the Doctrine
of the Protestants, London, 1623 ; 1624 40
(STC : 6377-6380)
939. Of ye advancemt of learnige(sic) £0 01 6
Another copy of Item no. 915, above.
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940. A discription of ye whole World £0 01 0
(George ABBOT, Archbishop of Canterbury), A Briefe
Description of the whole worlde. Wherein is
prticularly described, all the Monarchies, Empires,
and Kingdmes of the same, London, 1599 ... 6th ed.,
London, 1624 40
(STC : 24-30)
941. The Accedence of Armory £0 02 6
Gerard LEGH, The Accedens of Aroory, London, 1568
1576; 1591 ; 1597 ; 1612 40
First edition : London, 1562 (80).
(STC 15389-15393)
942. The Armory of Honour £0 01 8
John BOSSEWLL, Works of Armorie, devyded into three
bookes, entituled, the Concordes of Armorie, the
Armorie of honor, and of Coates and creastes, London,
1572 ; 1597 40
Book 2, "The Armorie of honor", comprises virtually
the whole work (i.e. pp.18-136).
(STC : 3393-3394)
943. Starr Chamber Cases £0 00 6
944.
Richard CROMPTON, Star-Chamber Cases. Shewing what
causes properly belong to the cognizance of that Court.
Collected for the most part out of Nr. Crompton, his
booke, entituled the Iurisdiction of divers Courts,
London, 1630 ; 1641 40
(STC : 6056 ; C7030)
Lysimmatha Nicanor £0 00 6
Lysimachus NICANOR (i.e. John CORBET), The Epistle
congratulatorie of Lysimachus Nicanor of the Societie of
Jesu, to the Covenanters in Scotland : wherin is
paralleled our sweet Harmony and correspondency in
... Doctrine and Practice, Oxford, 1640 40
(STC : 5751-5752)
945. Tobacco tortured £0 01 0
John DEACON, Tobacco tortured, or, the Filthie fume of
tobacco refined: sheving ... that the inward taking of
tobacco fumes, is very pernicious, London, 1616 40
(STC : 6436)
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946. An Abridgmt of all Sea lawes £0 01 0
William WELNOOD, An abridge ent of all Sea-Lawes gathered
forth of all writings and oluenlts, which are to be
found among any people or nation, upon the coasts of the
great Ocean and Nediterranean Sea, London, 1613 40
Another ed., London, 1636 (80).
(STC : 25237)
947. A peice of Aristot:
An extract from a work by ARISTOTLE in 40.
948. Heliodorus History in Greeke
£0 00 4
£0 01 6
HELIODORUS, Bishop of Tricca, 'HXLow6pov AteLoinLnrv
'IOTOpLQC PLtPLQ b6c). - Heliodori Historiae
AEthiopicae libri decem, nunquam antea in lucem editi
(ed. V. Obsopaeus), Basle, 1534 40
949. Herodotus history in lat
Another copy of Item no. 762, above.
950. The Ethiopian history
£0 01 0
£0 02 0
HELIODORUS, Bishop of Tricca, An AEthiopian Historie
written in Greeke by Heliodorus: very wittie and pleasaunt,
Englished by Thomas Underdoune. With the Argmente of
every Booke, sette before the whole Woorke, London, 1569?
1577; 1587 ; 1605 ; 1606 ; 1622 40
(STC 13041-13046)
Gods revenge agst: murther £0 05 0
John REYNOLDS, Merchant of Exeter, The Triph of Gods
Revenege, against the crying, and execrable Sinne of
lurther ... in thirty severall Tra8icall Histories,
digested in sixe bookes, acted in divers Countries beyond
the Seas (Books 1-3), London, 1621, 1622, 1624 ; another
ed., London, 1629, 1622, 1623 40




952. The Tragedy of Guy of Warwick £0 00 8
Probably an edition of the following:
Samuel ROWLANDS, The famous historie of Guy Earle of
Warwick, London, 1609 ... London, 1667 40
(STC : 21378-21380 ; R2084-R2085)
However, another possibility is:
B.J., The tragical history ... of Guy Earl of Warwick,
a tragedy, London, 1661 40
(STC : J5)
953. Palmerin d'oliva £0 04 0
954.
Anon., Palmerin d'Oliva. The Nirrour of nobilitie,
Nappe of honor, Anotamie of rare fortunes, Heroycall
president of Love, Wonder for Chivalrie, and most
accomplished Knight in all perfections ... turned into
English by A(nthony) N(unday), London, 1588 ; 1597 ;
1616 ; 1637 40
(STC : 19157-19160)
The Gentle craft wth others £0 02 0
T(homas) D(ELONEY), The Gentle Craft. A discourse
containing many matters of delight ... Sheving what
famous men have beene shoakers in time past in this
land (Parts 1 and 2), London, 1637, 1639 40
Numerous subsequent editions of Part 1 only in 40.
The "with others" in the catalogue title probably
refers to other works by Deloney.
(STC : 6555-6556 ; D953-D955)
955. Englands Helicon £0 01 4
(John BODENHAN), Englands Helicon, London, 1600 40
A miscellany, probably edited by Nicholas Ling and
planned by John Bodenham.
Another edition : London, 1614 (80).
(STC : 3191)
956. The history of Dr: ffaustus £0 00 8
One of two treatments of the Faust legend:
(a) P.F., The historie of ... Doctor John Faustus,
London, 1592 ... London, 1674 40
(b) Ch(ristopher) IIAR(LOW), The Tragicall Historie
of the Life and Death of Doctor Faustus, London, 1604
... London, 1663 40
(STC : (a) 10711-10714 ; H2151-H2152 ; (b) 17429-17436
M700)
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957. The history of palmendos £0 01 8
Anon., The Honorable, pleasant and rare conceited
Historie of Palendos. Sonne to the famous and
fortunate Prince Palmerin d'Oliva ... Translated out
of French by A(nthony) l(unday), London, 1589 ; 1653;
1663 ; 1664 40
(STC : 18064 ; F377-F378 ; M2613A-M2613B)
958. The wandringe Knight £0 0 10
Jean de CARTHENAY, The Voyage of the Wandring Knight.
Sheving al the course of mans life, how apt he is to
follow vanitie, and how hard it is for him to attaine
to Vertue. Devised by J. Carthenie ... and translated
out of French ... by W(illiam) G(oodyeare) of
Southampton, Merchant, London, 1581 ; 1607 ; 1609?
1626? ; 1650 ; 1661 ; 1670 40
(STC 4700-4703 ; C681-C682)
Mathematicall recreations £0 03 0
Hendrik van ETTEN, Nathematicall recreations. Or A
Collection of sundrie problemes, extracted out of the
ancient and moderne philosophers, as secrets in nature,
and experiments in arithketicke, geometrie,
cos ographie, ... lately compiled in French, by
Henry van Etten, gent (trans. William Oughtred),
London, 1633 ; 1653 ; 1674 80
(STC : 10558.5 ; L1790-L1791)
960. The history of Magicke £0 03 0
Gabriel NAUDi, The History of Nagick, by way of
apology for all the wise men who have unjustly been
reputed magicians, from the creation to the present age
... nglished by J. Davies, London, 1657 80
(DS, pp.6,7,8-9 ; STC : N246)
Knowledge of beasts £0 03 0
arin CUREAU DE LA CHAMBRE, A Discourse of the
Knowledg of Beasts, wherein all that hath been said for,








962. 2 of Mr: Boyles bookes £0 06 6
Two works by Robert BOYLE. Given that Webster cited
Boyle on numerous occasions in his published works (see
below), but made reference to only two works, it might
seem logical to assume that these were the works owned
by Webster. They were:
(a) The sceptical chysist, London, 1661 8°
(b) Some Considerations touching the Usefulnesse
of Experimental Natural Philosophy, 2 vols. (in 1?),
Oxford, 1663-71 ; 1664-71 40
( (a) M, pp.47,50,54,57-59,79,122 ; (b) DS, pp.158,
248 ; M, p.339 )
(STC : (a) B4021 ; (b) B4029-B4031
963. Arcana Microcosmi £0 02 0
Alexander ROSS, Arcana Microcossi or, the hid secrets
of mans body disclosed ... With a refutation of Doctor
Browns Vulgar Errors, the Lord Bacons Natural History,
and Doctor Harveys Book de Generatione, London, 1652 80
(DS, p.3 ; STC : R1947)
The Univsall Caracter £0 02 0
Cave BECK, The Universal Character, by which all the
nations in the world may understand one anothers
conceptions, reading out of one common writing their
own mother tongues, London, 1657 80
(STC : B1647)
The Art of Gunery £0 01 6
Nathaniel NYE, The Art of Gunnery. Wherein is described
the true way to make all sorts of gunpowder, gun-match,
the art of shooting in great and small ordnance ... To
make divers sorts of artificiall fire-works, London,
1647 ; 1648 ; 1670 80
(STC N1481-N1483)
Tabulae Britanicae £0 01 8
Jeremy SHAKERLEY, Tabulae Britannicae : the British
Tables : wherein is contained logistical arithretick,
the doctrine of the Sphere, astronomicall chronologie
... Together with the calculation of the motions of the
fixed and wandering stars, and the eclipses of the
luminaries. Calculated ... from ... Bullialdus, and
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967. Poems by Mich: Drayton £0 03 0
Michael DRAYTON, Poems. By M. Draiton Esquire, London,
1605; 1606 ; 1609? ; 1610 ; 1613 ; 1630 80
(STC 7216-7221 ; 7224)
968. The history of ffenise £0 01 8
Francisco de QUINTANA, The history of Don Fenise.
A new romance, written in Spanish by Francisco de las-
Coveras (pseud.) And now englished by a person of honour,
London, 1651 80
(STC : Q220)
969. The Unfortunate Spaniard £0 02 6
Gonzalo de CESPEDES Y MENESES, Gerardo the Unfortunate
Spaniard. Or a Patterne for lascivious lovers ...
Made English by L(eonard) D(igges), London, 1653 80
First edition : London, 1622 (40).
(STC : C1783)
970. The Lancashire lovers £0 01 8
Musaeus PALATINUS (i.e. Richard BRATHWAIT), The Two
Lancashire Lovers: or The Excellent History of
Philocles and Doriclea, London, 1640 80
(STC : 3590-3590a)
971. Cottoni posthuma £0 03 6
Sir Robert Bruce COTTON, Cottoni Posthuma: divers
choice pieces of that renowned antiquary Sir Robert
Cotton ... preserved from the injury of time, and
expos'd to public light, for the benefit of posterity,
by J(ames) H(owell) Eq., London, 1651 ; 1672 ; 1679 80
(STC : C6485-C6487)
972. Rabelais his Romance £0 02 6
Franvois RABELAIS, The first (-second) book of the
works of Mr. Francis Rabelais, doctor in physick: containing
five books of the lives, heroick deeds, and sayings of
Gargantua, and his sonne Pantagruel (trans. Sir Thomas
Urquhart), London, 1653 ; reissued, London, 1664 80
(STC : R103 ; R105 ; R108)
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973. Restitution of decayed intelligence £0 02 6
Richard VERSTEGAN the Elder, A Restitution of Decayed
Intelligence : In Antiquities. Concerning the most noble
and renowned English nation, London, 1652 ; 1653 ;
1655 ; 1673 80
First edition : Antwerp, 1605 (40), with subsequent
editions published in 40 at London, 1628 ; 1634.
(STC : V268-V271)
974. Mores Cabbala £0 02 6
Henry MORE, Conjectura Cabbalistica : or, a conjectural
essay of interpreting the minde of Noses according to a
threefold Cabbala, viz. literal, philosophical, mystical,
or, divinely moral, London, 1653 80
(STC : M2647)
975. A Banquet of Jests £0 02 0
(Archibald ARMSTRONG), A Banquet of Jests, 4th ed.,
London, 1634 ; 1660 ; 1665 80
First edition London, 1630 (120)
(STC : 1369 ; A3706-A3707)
976. The Church & Church porch £0 01 0
George HERBERT, The Temple. Sacred poems and private
ejaculations, Cambridge, 1633 ... London, 1679 120*
(* Nb. All editions in 120).
(STC : 13183-13188 ; H1516-H1523)
977. Witts recreations £0 02 0
(George HERBERT), Witta Recreations. Selected from the
finest Fancies of Moderne Muses. With a Thousand out
Landish Proverbs (selected by Mr. G(eorge) H(erbert)),
London, 1640 80
(STC : 25870)
978. Lucans Pharsalia £0 01 6
Marcus Annaeus LUCANUS, Lucan's Pharsalia : or the
Civil Warres of Rome, betweene Pompey the Great and
Julius Caesar. The three first Bookes. Translated
into English by T(homas) M(ay), London, 1626 80
Later editions, enlarged (... the whole ten Books),
London, 1627 ; 1631 ; 1635 ; 1659 ; 1679 (80).
(STC : 16886-16889 ; L3388-L3389)
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979. Poems by Tho: Carew £0 01 6
Thomas CAREW, Poems, London, 1640 ; 1642 ; 1651
1670 ; 1671 80
(STC 4620 ; C564-C567)
980. Abuses stript and whipt £0 01 4
George WITHER, Abuses Stript, and Whipt ; or, Satirical
Essayes London, 1613 ; 1614 ; 1615 ; 1617 80
(STC : 25891-25897)
981. Nosce teipsum £0 0 10
Sir John DAVIES, Nosce teipsum. This oracle expounded
in two elegies. 1. Of humane Knowledge. 2. Of the
soule of man, and the imortalitie thereof. ...
Whereunto is added, Hyunes of Astraea in acrosticke
verse, London, 1619 ; enlarged, London, 1622 80
(STC : 6358-6359)
982. Herodians Imperiall history £0 02 0
HERODIAN the Historian, Herodian of Alexandria his
imperiall history of twenty Roman Caesars and Emperours
of his time ; first writ in Greek, and now converted
into an heroick Poem, by C.B. Stapylton, London,
1652 40*
(* Nb. There were numerous earlier translations of
this work, but none with the catalogue title).
(STC : H1582-H1583)
983. Planometria £0 01 0
William LEYBOURN, Planometria ; or, The Whole art of
surveying of land, London, 1650 80
Published under the pseudonym Oliver WALLINBY.
(STC : L1928A)
flSr
984. The Ideot £0 01 4
Nicolaus KHRYPFFS de Cusa, The Idiot in four books
the first and second of wisdome, the third of the minde,
the fourth of statick experiments, London, 1650 120*
(* Nb. No edition in 80).
(STC : K394)
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985. Esop ffables in English £0 01 6
AESOP, The Fables of Esope, London, 1550 ... London,
1674 80
First edition : London, 1484, in folio. The STC lists
only one edition in 40 (London, 1651), and three editions
in 120 (London, 1650 ; 1651 ; 1655).
(STC : 178-184 ; A686-A687)
986. A description of the new world £0 01 6
George GARDYNER, A description of the New World ; or,
America islands and continent ; and by what people those
regions are now inhabited, London, 1651 80
(STC: G252aA)
987. The Common wealth of England £0 01 8
Sir Thomas SMITH, The Co.maon-Welth of England, and
maner of government thereof, London, 1633 ; 1635 ;
1640 .120*
(* Nb. The STC lists no edition in 80. First edition
under this title : London, 1589, 40. Originally
published as De Republica Anglorum, London, 1583).
(STC : 22865-22867)
988. E; Cv LaaLXL\ £0 01 0
Anon.*, Etrxv PaOLXLX . The pourtraicture of his
Sacred laiestie in his solitudes and sufferings,
London, 1648 ; 1649 (numerous eds.) 80 & 120
* Sometimes attributed to John GAUDEN, Bishop of
Exeter and Worcester.
(STC : E268-E311)
989. Rudiments of governmt by Tho: Hobbes £0 03 0
Thomas HOBBES, Philosophicall Rudiments concerning
Government and Society ... containing the Elements of
Civill Politic in the agreement which it hath both with
Naturall and Divine Lawes, London, 1651 120*
(* Nb. No edition in 80).
(AE, p.88 ; STC : H2253)
990. A discription of ye low Countryes £0 01 8
Lodovico GUICCIARDINI, The description of the Low
Countreys and of the provinces thereof, gathered into
an epitome out of the Historie of L. Guicchardini (by
Thomas Danett), London, 1593 80
(STC : 12463)
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991. The workes of Salust £0 02 0
Caius SALLUSTIUS CRISPUS, The Workes of Caius Crispus
Salustius (trans. W. Crosse), London, 1629 120*
(* Nb. No edition in 80. First edition : London,
1608, 1609, in folio).
(STC : 21624)
992. The golden booke of Marcus Aurelius £0 01 8
Antonio de GUEVARA, Bishop of Guadix and Mondonedo,
The golden booke of Marcus Aurelius, emperour and
eloquent oratour (trans. from French by John Bourchier),
London, 1546 ... London, 1586 80
First edition : London, 1535 (40).
(STC : 12440-12447)
993. The history of Sr: Wm: Wallace £0 01 8
(HENRY the Minstrel), The Life and Acts of the most
famous and valiant Campion, Sir William Wallace,
knight of Ellerslie,, Maintainer of the Libertie of
Scotland, Edinburgh, 1618 ... Glasgow, 1665 80
First edition : Edinburgh, 1570 (40). Also two
editions in 12°: Edinburgh, 1666 ; 1673.
(STC : 13152-13153 ; 13155 ; L1981-L1984)
SECTION L
"Schoole bookes history and other
miscelanious bookes in 80: & 12mo:"
994. Jo: Baptist: Mantuani poemata £0 01 8
Baptista SPAGNUOLI Mantuanus, Bucolica, Paris, 1507 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 80, including many
published at London, 1569 ... 1679.
(STC : 22980-22989 ; S4786-S4790)
995. Q: Aureli Symmachi Epistol: lib 10 £0 03 0
Quintus Aurelius SY_ACHUS, Epistolarus ad diversos
libri decem. Jacobus Lectius restituit, auxit notis.
Additae item notae Fr. Jureti iam ante vulgatae,
Geneva, 1587 ; 1598 ; Naples, 1617 ; Frankfurt, 1642 80
First edition : Paris, 1580 (40). Also an edition
in 120 : Leyden, 1653.
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996. Dictionario vulgare et lat £0 03 6
Filippo VENUTI, Dittionario volgare et latino nel
quale si contiene, come ; voacoboli italiani si possano
dire et esprimere latinamente, per M. Filippo Venuti,
Venice, 1562 ; Bologna, 1578 ; Venice, 1583 ; 1587 ;
1589 ; 1592 ; Rome, 1597 80
997. Nicol: Clenardo gramatica graeca £0 02 0
Nicolaus CLENARDUS, Graiatica graeca, Paris, 1619 ...
Paris, 1669 80
Another (later?) copy of Item no. 476, above. First
published under the title, Institutiones in lingua.
graecam, Paris, 1540 (80), etc.
998. Isocratis orationes et Epistolae £0 03 6
ISOCRATES, Isocratis ... orationes et epistolae ...
in Latinum prides conversae, nunc recognitae per H.
Volfium, Paris, 1553 80
There were also numerous editions of this work in
Greek and latin : Basle, 1571 ; ?, 1604 ; Paris &
Geneva?, 1615 ; Paris, 1621 ; 1631 ; Geneva, 1651 (80).
(STC : 14272)
999. The psalmes of David in Latin verse wth: a Comment: (80)
£0 01 6
1000. M: Anto: Majoragij orationes £0 03 6
Antonio Maria de' CONTI (later known as Marco Antonio
MAJORAGIO), Orationes et praefationes, Mtunster, 1599
Leipzig, 1600 ; 1606 ; Cologne, 1608 ; 1614 ; Leipzig,
1628 80
First edition : Venice, 1582 (40).
1001. P: Virgilij poemata £0 01 8
Publius VIRGILIUS MARO, Poemata 80
There were at least three separate editions of
Virgil's Poemata (Collected works) in 80 : 1st ed.,
Philipp Melanchthon, Zurich, 1561 ; 2nd ed., Henri
Estienne, Geneva, 1576?, etc. including, editions at
London, Cambridge, Edinburgh and Aberdeen ; 3rd ed.,
Joannes Ludovicus de la Cerda, Frankfurt, 1610.
(STC : 24790.7-24795)
1002. Pet: Bembi Card: Epist: familiar: lib £0 03 0
Cardinal Pietro BEMBO, Epistolarum familiarum libri VI.
ejusde. Leonis X, Pont. Max., nomine scriptarum lib.
XVI (ed. C. Gualteruzzi), Venice, 1552 ; Cologne, 1582 80
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1003. Dan: Heinsij orationes £0 02 6
Daniel HEINSIUS, Orationes, Leyden, 1612 ; 1615 ;
1620 ; 1627 8°
First edition : Leyden, 1609 (40). Also published in
120 : Leyden, 1612 ; 1642 ; 1657.
1004. Q: Horatii fflacci poemata £0 01 8
Quintus HORATIUS FLACCUS, Poemata, Venice, 1509 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 80.
1005. P: Virgilij poemata cum comentarijs £0 04 6
Another copy (with Commentaries) of Item no.1001, above.
1006. Jo: Phill. Parei Thesaurus lingua lat £0 03 6
Johann Philipp PAREUS, Lexicon Criticum, sive Thesaurus
Linguae Latinae, Nuremburg, 1645, 1646 8°
1007. Demosthenis orationes £0 00 8
An unspecified edition of DEMOSTHENES, presumably in
latin (8°).
1008. Synonimorum silva £0 02 0
Simon PELEGRONIUS, Synonymorum Sylva, London, 1580 ...
London, 1663 8°
English-Latin-Greek.
(STC : 19556-19564 ; P1067-P1067A)
1009. Jo: Thc: ffreigij Colloquia £0 01 6
Joannes Ludovicus VIVES, Colloquia, sive Exercitatio
latinae linguae Joannis Lodovici Vivis ... Joan. Thomae
Freigii notis, ex praestantissimus quibusque autoribus
desumtis illustrata, Nuremburg, 1582 80
1010. Jos: Scaligeri appendix virgilij £0 01 4
Publius VIRGILIUS NARO, Appendix ... cum supplemento
multorum antehac nunquam excusorum Poematum veterum,
J. Scaligeri in eandem appendicem com_entarij &
castigationes, Lyons, 1572 ; 1573 ; Leyden, 1595 80
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1011. Tho Linacri de Emendata structura latini sermonis
£0 01 4
Thomas LINACRE, De emendata structura Latini sermonis
libri sex, 2nd ed., Paris, 1532 ... Lyons, 1559 80
First edition : London, 1524 (40).
1012. The Nomenclater of Adrianus Junius £0 01 6
Adrianus JUNIUS, The Nomenclator, or Remembrancer ...
in Latine, Greeke, French ... and now in English by
J. Higins. With a dictional index, London, 1585 80
(STC : 14860)
1013. M: ffab: Quint: Institutes orator £0 02 6
Marcus Fabius QUINTILIANUS, Institutiones Oratoriae,
Lyons, 1510 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 8° (and 120).
Another copy of Item no. 63, in 80 (or 120).
1014. M: T: Ciceronis Epist: famil £0 01 4
Marcus Tullius CICERO, Epistolae familiares, Venice,
1502 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 80. First edition
Rome, 1467 (40).
1015. M: Acci Plauti Comoediae 20 £0 Q2 0
Titus Maccius PLAUTUS, M. Plauti Sarsinatis Comediae
XX. Varronianae ex antiquis recentioribusque exemplaribus
invicen collatis diligentissine euendate (ed.
S. Charpentarius), Lyons, 1513 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 80. First edition
Venice, 1472, in folio.
1016. Jul: Caesar Scaligeri Poetices lib 7 £0 05 0
Julius Caesar SCALIGER, Poetices libri septea , 2nd ed.,
Heidelberg, 1581 ... 5th ed., Heidelberg, 1617 80
1017. M: Andr: Wilki orationes £0 01 8
Andreas WILKE, Orationum M. Andreae Wilkii, ... pleias
II. philologicas versa pagina indiculo praeferens, in
publicis examinum et aliis conventibus, diversis
temporibus, dictas, Hanover, 1614 80
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1018. Geo: Buchanani poemata £0 01 8
George BUCHANAN, Poemata, Edinburgh, 1615 ; Saumur &
Leyden, 1621 ; Leyden, 1628 ; Amsterdam, 1641 ; 1665
1676 ; Edinburgh, 1677 120*
(* Nb. No edition, with catalogue title, in 80. First
published as Operm poeticorum, 2 vols., Heidelberg,
1594-97 (8°).
(STC : 3990 ; B5290-B5291)
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1019. Virtutum vitiorumque Exempla £0 00 8
Nicolas de HANNAPES, Patriarch of Jerusalem, Virtutum
vitiorumque exempla ... per Nicolaum Hanapum, Antwerp,
1524 ; 1535 ; Cologne, 1544 ; Paris, 1576 ; Antwerp,
1634 80
Also published in 120 : Paris, 1608 ; Leyden, 1608
1677 ; 1680.
1020. St: Johns Gospell in Greek verse £0 01 0
Novvou noLrTou favonoXLTov u£LCTa3o0Xfl ToU xz'ra
'IWavviiv &YLoL Evayycxt ou. Nonni ...
tralatio Sancti Evangelij ,- tecunda Ioannem, Hagenau,
1527 ; ?, 1541 ; Paris, 1556 ; Cologne, 1566 80
First edition : Venice, 1501 (40).
A Greek translation of the Gospel of St. John by
Nonnus of Panopolis.
1021. Rog: Aschami Epist: lib £0 02 0
Roger ASCHAN, Familiarum epistolarum libri tres,
London, 1576 ; 1578 ; 1581 ; 1590 80
Also published in 120 : Hanover, 1602 ; 1610 and
Geneva, 1611.
(STC : 826-829)
1022. The Apocrapha in Greeke & latine £0 01 6
The Apocryphal books of either the Old or New Testament
in Greek and latin:
(a) Bibliorus Graecorum Latinoru que. Pars quarta,
continens Tobit, Iudeth, Baruch ... Seirach sapientiam,
Basle, 1550 ; Antwerp, 1584 ; Leyden, 1612 80
(b) Apocr pa : hoc est, narrationes de Christo, Maria,
Joseph ... exposita & edita graecolatine a Nichaele Neandro,
Basle, 1564 ; 1567 80
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1023. M: T: Ciceronis Sententiar: lib £0 01 0
Marcus Tullius CICERO, Sententiae illustriores,
apophthegpata item et parabolae sive similia, aliquot
praeterea ejusdem piae sententiae, authore Petro
Lagnerio, Paris, 1546 ; 1548 80
Another edition in 120 Venice, 1565. There were
numerous later editions of this work in 80 under
different titles.
1024. Terentius Christianus £0 03 0
Cornelius SCHONAEUS, Terentius Christianus. Utpote
comoediis sacris transformatus (ed. C. Loosaeus),
Cologne, 1592 8°
Later editions appeared under two titles:
(a) Terentius Christianus, sive comoediae duae
Terentiano stylo conscriptae ad usum scholarum seorsim
excusae ... Tobaeus, Juditha, London, 1595 ... London,
1674 80
(b) Terentius Christianus. Seu comoediae sacrae
sex, Terentiano stylo conscriptae, Cologne, 1596 ...
Amsterdam, 1646 80
(STC : 21821-21824 ; S879 ; S881)
1025. Pueriles fabulae Clausd after the method of Dr: Webbe
£0 01 8
Joseph VEBBE, Pueriles confabulatiunculae, or childrens
talke : claused and drawne into lessons, after the
method of Dr. Vebbe, London, 1627 40*
(* Nb. No edition in 80 or 120).
Latin and English.
(AE, p.23 ; STC : 25170.5)
1026. M Annaei Lucani de bello Civili cum scholijs lib £0 02 0
The first edition to fit the catalogue description
would seem to be:
Marcus Annaeus LUCANUS, De Bello civili apud Pharsaliam
libri X, doctissimis argumentis et scholiis ornati,
Cologne, 1560 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 8° and 120.
1027. Erasmi Roterodami de copia verborum lib £0 01 6
Desiderius ERASMUS, De Duplici Copia Verborum ac rerun,
?, 1516 80
Numerous later editions in 80. First edition
Strassburg, 1513 (40).
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1028. Erasmi Roterodami adagiorum Epitome £0 02 0
Desiderius ERASMUS, Adagiorum epitome, Paris, 1523 ;
Antwerp, 1544 ; ?, 1593 80
Also published in 120 : Cologne, 1530 ; Amsterdam,
1649 ; 1650 ; 1663 ; Oxford, 1666.
(STC E3187-E3187B)
1029. Erasmi Roterodami Apophthegmata £0 01 6
Desiderius ERASMUS, Apophtheguata, Lyons, 1531 ...
Antwerp, 1564 80
First published in 120 : Antwerp, 1543 (with numerous
subsequent editions in 120).
1030. Laur: Vallae Ellegentiarum lib £0 01 6
Laurentius VALLA, Elegentiarum libri sex, Mainz,
1522 ... Basle, 1562 80
1031. The new testamt: in Italian £0 01 8
II Nuovo Testamento (trans. Antonio Brucioli), Venice,
1530 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 8°, all of which were
either re-publications of the above translation by
Brucioli, or were closely modelled on the original.
1032. Theod: Gazae Grammatica Graeca £0 01 8
Theodorus GAZA, Gra _.aticae institutionis libri duo,
Basle, 1518 ; later eds. enlarged (... libri quatuor),
Paris, 1521 ... Venice, 1545 80
1033. Beati Rhenani anotat: in T: Livis £0 01 0
Beatus BILDIUS Rhenanus, Annotationes Beati Rhenani et
Sigismundi Gelenii, ... in exstantes T. Livii libros,
Lyons, 1537 ; 1542 ; 1555 8°
1034. Commentarium in Hesiodum £0 02 0
Probably the following edition of:
HESIOD, Commentarius in Hesiodi Ascraei Epya xa L
H>&pc magno studio ... collectus est ... nunc
primum editus a S. Riccio ... Accesserunt Ulpii
Franekerensis Frisii et N. Vallae translationes,
Wittenberg, 1590 80
A Greek-latin edition of Hesiod's Works, first published
in 80 at Basle, 1542.
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1035. Erasmi Roterdami Colloquia £0 02 6
Another copy of Item no. 881, above.
Nb. First edition in 120: Leyden, 1636 (with numerous
subsequent editions in 120).
1036. Erasmi Roterdami Elegentiarum lib £0 01 6
Desiderius ERASMUS (ed.), Elegmutiaru. e Plauto et
Terentio libri II. P. Syrri iioru et sententiarum ex
poetis siuili.m lib. I., Basle, 1555 120*
(* Nb. I have not been able to locate any other edition
of this work).
1037. M: T: Ciceronis Epist: famil: £0 00 6
Another copy of Item no. 1014, above.
1038. Luciani Dialogi Coelestes £0 00 8
LUCIAN of Samosata, Luciani ... dialogi coelestes,
marini & inferni, ... editi in usum puerorum, Basle,
1550 8°
( Nb. A Greek-latin edition was also published at
Strassburg, 1550, ed. J. Sambucus).
1039. Q: Horatij poemata £0 0 10
Another copy of Item no. 1004, above.
1040. Ovidij Epistolae £0 00 8
Publius OVIDIUS NASO, P. Ovidii Nasonis Heroides
epistolae, Paris, 1533 ; 1541 80
1041. Ovidij de tristibus lib £0 00 8
Publius OVIDIUS NASO, De Tristibus libri V cum
annotationibus minime rejiciendis, Antwerp, 1573 80
Later editions in 80 : London?, 1574 ; 1581
Edinburgh, 1612 ; Cambridge, 1638.
(STC : 18976.4-18977)
1042. Virgilius Evangelicus £0 01 0
Publius VIRGILIUS IARO, Virgilius Evangelisans. Sive
historia domini & salvatoris nostri Jesu Christi,
Virgilianis verbis & versibus descripta. Opert A.
Rossaei (i.e. Alexander Ross) (A. Rossaei peroratio
seu Hymnus ad Deus Patres), London, 1633 ; 1634
1638 ; 1659 80
Also published in 120 : Zurich, 1664.
(STC : 24826-24827 ; V628)
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1043. Ovidij Metamorphosion lib £0 01 0
Publius OVIDIUS NASO, Ovidii Metamorphoseon libri XV,
Lyons, 1505? 80
Numerous later editions in 80 and 120.
(DS, p.121)
1044. Geo: Macropedij Epistolica £0 00 8
Georgius NACROPEDIUS, Epistolica G. Iacropedii
studiosus Trajectinae scholae tyrunculis nuncupata,
quae nihilominus quicquid ad prima rhetorices elementa
attinet, brevibus praeceptis plane complectitur,
Antwerp, 1543 ; 1546 ; 1559 80
1045. Poetae Graecae minores
Another copy of Item no. 864, above.
1046. Homeri Ilias et Odissea
£0 07 6
£0 05 0
HONER, Ilias et Odyssea 80
First latin edition in 8° : ?, 1528 (trans. Laurentius
Valla and Raphael Volaterranus). In all probability,
this is the Greek-latin edition published by Henri
Estienne at Geneva, 1617, in 80.
1047. Justiniani Institutiones
Emperor JUSTINIAN I, Institutiones,
Numerous subsequent editions in 80.
Mainz, 1468, in folio.
1048. Textoris Dialogij
Joannes RAVISIUS Textor, J. Ravisii
Paris, 1530 ; 1534 ; 1536 ; 1542










EURIPIDES, Tragoediae, Basle, 1541 ; 1558 80
First Greek-Latin edition in 80 : Heidelberg, 1597 ;
First Greek edition in 80 : Basle, 1537.
1050. A latine testamt: (80 or 120)
1051. Dan: Heinsij poemata
Daniel HEINSIUS, Poemata, Leyden, 1606





1052. Illustrium poetarum flores £0 01 8
Octavianus MIRANDULA (ed.), Illustrium Poetarum Flores
per 0. Mirandulas collecti, et a studioso quodam in
locos counes nuper digesti, ac castigati ...
P. Beroaldi de hisce floribus iudicium, Strassburg,
1538 ... Lyons, 1586 80
Also published in 120 : Venice, 1565 ; 1574.
1053. C: Suetonij Caesares £0 01 4
Caius SUETONIUS TRANQUILLUS, Duodecim Caesaruu Vitae,
Lyons, 1508 80
Numerous later editions in 80.
1054. M: T: Ciceronis Epist Lat: et Gallicae £0 02 6
Marcus Tullius CICERO, X.T.C. aliquot epistolae, cum
latina simul et gallica interpretatione Maturino
Corderio authore, Paris, 1542 ; 1549 80
Latin-French.
1055. M: T: Ciceronis Orationis £0 01 8
Marcus Tullius CICERO, Orationes, Lyons, 1508 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 80.
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1056. fflores Doctorum £0 02 6
THOMAS Hibernicus, Flores omnium pene doctorum, qui
cum in theologia, tun in philosophia, hactenus
claruerunt, alphabetico ordine digesti, Lyons, 1555
Paris, 1556 80
Later editions in 120: Cologne, 1606 ; Paris, 1664.
1057. Petronij Abitri Satyricon £0 00 8
Titus PETRONIUS ARBITER, Satyricon, Lyons, 1575 80
Numerous later editions in 80 and 120.
1058. Terentius Christiani £0 01 0
Another copy of Item no. 1024, above.
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1059. Jonstoni Parerga £0 00 8
Arthur JOHNSTON, Parerga, Aberdeen, 1632 80
(STC : 14714)
1060. Idaea togatae Constantiae £0 01 8
Joannes NOLANUS of Cork, Idea togatae constantiae,
sive Francisci Tailleri, dubliniensis praetoris, in
persecutione congressus et religionis catholicae
defensione interitus ... Epitome tripartita martyrum
fere omnium qui in britannicis insulis reostra
patrumque memoria de haeresi gloriose tri!npharunt,
Paris, 1629 120
1061. Busbequi Epist £0 01 0
Angerius GISLENIUS, Seigneur de Bousbecq, Legationis
Turcicae Epistolae quatuor. Quarum priores duae ...
in luce. prodierunt sub nomine Itinerum Constantinopolitani
et Amasiani. Adjectae sunt duae alterae. Ejusden de re
nilitari contra Turcam instituenda consilium, Paris,
1589 ; 1595 ; Frankfurt, 1595 ; Hanover, 1605 ; 1629 80
Also 1 edition in 120 : Munich, 1620.
1062. M: T: Ciceronis de officijs lib £0 01 0
Marcus Tullius CICERO, De Officiis libri tres,
Strassburg, 1545 80
Numerous later editions in 80.
1063. Carmina proverbialia £0 00 6
S.A.I., Carminum Proverbialium, totius humanae vitae
statum breviter delineatium, ... loci co_unes, in
gratiam juventatis selecti (by S.A.I.), London, 1577
... London, 1670 80
(STC : 14059-14065 ; I11-I13)
1064. Jo: Posselij Syntaxis graeca £0 01 6
Joannes POSSELIUS the Elder, Uv¶T COLL linguae Graecae,
Wittenberg, 1565 ... Cambridge, 1640( 80
(STC : 20130)
1065. Junij Juvenalis Satyrae £0 01 0
Decimus Junius JUVENALIS, Satirae, Venice, 1501 80
Dozens of later editions in 80.
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1066. Dialouges in latine & french (80 or 120) £0 0 10
1067. Valerij maximi memorabilium lib £0 01 4
VALERIUS MAXIMUS, Valerii Naximi dictorum et factorum
imenorabilium libri novem, Venice, 1502 80
Numerous later editions in 80.
1068. The ffrench Schoolemaster £0 01 6
Claude de SAINLIENS (i.e. Claude HOLLYBAND),
The French Schoolemaister, wherein is ... shewed, the
true ... way of pronouncinge of the Frenche tongue ...
Unto the which is annexed a Vocabularie ... by C.
Hollybande, London, 1573 ... London, 1660 80
Also 1 edition in 120 : London, 1641.
(STC : 6748-6757 ; S293A-S293C)
1069. Colloquia 7 linguarum £0 01 4
Noel van BARLENENT, Colloquia et dictionariolum
septem linguarum, Libge , 1589 ... Antwerp, 1616 obl.80
1070. An Hebrew psalter (80 or 120) £0 01 6
1071. The Spanish Schoolmaster £0 01 2
William STEPNEY, The Spanish Schoole-maister ... Now
newly corrected by a new author (i.e. J. Grange),
London, 1619 120
First edition : London, 1591 (160).
(STC : 23257-23258)
1072. Talaei Rhetorica £0 00 6
Audomarus TALAEUS, Rhetorica ad Carolum Lotharing
cardinalem Guisianuma, Paris, 1548 ... Berne, 1670 80
* According to W. J. Ong, Ramus and Talon Inventory,
pp. 82-86, this work should be attributed at least in
part to Pierre de La Ramee.
1073. L: Annaei Senecae tragoediae £0 01 0
Lucius Annaeus SENECA, Tragoediae, Florence, 1506 80
Numerous later editions in 80.
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1074. Esops fables in Greeke, latine & french 3 bookes
£0 04 0
AESOP, Aesopi fabulae gallicae, latinae, graecae,
cum facillimis in contextum graecum scholiis.
Versio utrague nova et elaborata per I(ean) Neslier.
Liber pueris lingua. graecam capessentibus utilis,
facilis, atque iucundus, Paris, 1629 ; 1679 80
A 1 volume edition, presumably split and rebound in
3 volumes.
1075. Jo: Row Grammatica hebraea £0 01 6
John ROW, Hebraeae Linguae Institutiones
compendiosissimae et facillimae, Glasgow, 1644 120
(STC : R2060)
1076. The french Litleton £0 01 2
Claude de SAINLIENS (i.e. Claude HOLLYBAND),
The French Littelton. A most easie, perfect and
absolute way to learne the french tongue, London,
1581 ... London, 1630 120
Also published in 80 : London, 1593. First edition
London, 1576 (160).
(STC : 6740-6747)
1077. D: Magni Ausonij opera £0 0 10
Decimus Magnus AUSONIUS, Opera, Venice, 1501 ...
Amsterdam, 1671 80
Also published in 120 : Geneva, 1608.
1078. The Psalmes in greeke (80 or 120) £0 01 0
1079. A Greeke testamt: (80 or 120) £0 01 6
1080. Historia tragicomica £0 02 0
Francisco LOUBAYSSIN DE LA MARCA, Historia tragico ica
de Don henrique de Castro, en cuyos estrafos succesos
de veen los varios ... efectos del amor y de la guerra,
Paris, 1617 80
1081. Le Bouquet de l'Eloquence £0 02 6
Jean PUGET DE LA SERRE, Le Bouquet des plus belles
fleurs de 1'`1oquence, cueilly dans les jardins des
sieurs Du Perron, Coiffeteau, Du Vair, Bertaud,
d'Urphf, Nalerbe, Daudiguier, La Brosse, Du Rousset,
La Serre, Paris, 1624 80
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1082. Traite de le escritture saintte £0 02 0
Jean NESTREZAT, Traitte de l'Escriture saincte, ou
est monstree la certitude et plfnitude de la Toy et
son independance de l'authorit6 de l'Eglise, contre
les pr6tendues d6monstrations catholiques du j*suite
Regourd, en quoy est comprise la r6futation du
troisiesne livre de la Replique du cardinal Du Perron
touchant lea traditions, Geneva, 1633 80
1083. Le bon pasteur £0 02 0
Pierre de BESSE, Le bon pasteur ; c'est a dire les
qualitez et conditions neceasaires pour la perfection
d'un bon pasteur, Paris, 1639 80
1084. La Cour saincte p(er) Nic: Caussin in 2 vol £0 03 0
Nicolas CAUSSIN, La Cour sainte, ou l'Institution
chrestienne des grands, avec les exemples de ceux qui
dans les cours ont fleury dans la sainctete, par le
R.P. Nicolas Causain, Paris, 1624 ; Rouen, 1624 ;
Paris, 1640 ; 1641* 80
(* Nb. All editions in 80 appear to be in one volume.
A 1 volume edition, split and rebound in 2 volumes?)
1085. pie de la Rosa fragrante £0 01 6
Jeronimo de SAN PEDRO, Libro de Cavalleria Celestial
del pie de la Rosa Fragrante, Antwerp, 1554
Venice, 1584 80
1086. Conseiles militaires £0 01 6
Cosimo BARTOLI, Conseils militaires ... fort utiles et
necessaires a tous generaulx, colonnels, capitaines et
soldats (trans. Gabriel Chappuys), Paris, 1586 80
1087. Les Oeuvres de Cornelius Tacitus £0 04 0
Publius Cornelius TACITUS, Les Oeuvres de C. Cornelius
Tacitus, Paris, 1584 ; Geneva, 1594 ; Douai, 1609
Paris, 1619 ; Rouen, 1650 80
Also published in 120 : Amsterdam, 1663 ; Paris, 1664.
1088. Du Vrai usage des peres £0 02 0
Jean DAILLE the Elder, Traicte de l'employ des Saincts
Peres pour le iugenent des differands, qui sont
auiourd' hui en la religion (running title: "Du vrai
usage des peres"), Geneva, 1632 80
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1089. Le prince des princes £0 02 6
Claude BOITET DE FRAUVILLE, Le Prince des Princes, ou
1'art de regner, contenant son instruction aux sciences
et a la politique contre les orateurs de ce teps,
Paris, 1632 80
1090. Le Secretaire de la Cour £0 02 0
Jean PUGET DE LA SERRE, Le secretaire de la cour ; ou,
La maniere d'escrire selon le temps, Paris, 1624
1632 80
Also published in 120 : Paris, 1634 ; 1641 ; Rouen,
1645 ; 1650 ; 1675 ; Amsterdam, 1645, 1646 ; 1650
1655 ; 1662.
1091. Dialogues in Italian (80 or 120) £0 02 0
1092. L'historia di Palmerino in 2 vol £0 03 0
Anon., La Historia, dove si ragiona de i valorosi ...
gesti ... dell' invitto Cavalliero Palerino d'Oliva,
2 vols., Venice, 1620 80
1093. Historia Settentrionale £0 02 0
Olaus NAGNUS, Archbishop of Upsala, Storia d'Olao Nagno
arcivescovo d'Upsali, de' costumi de' popoli
settentrionali. Tradotta par N. Reuigio Fiorentino.
Dove s'ha piena notitia delle genti della Gottia, della
Norvegia, della Suevia, e di quelle che vivono sotto
la Traiontana, Venice, 1559 ; 1561 80
(DS, p.32 ; M, p.370)
f 6v
1094. Della Republica di venetia £0 01 8
Gasparo CONTARINI, Cardinal and Bishop of Belluno,
Della republica et iagistrati di Venetia libri V,
Venice, 1591 80
First edition : Venice, 1589 (40).
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1095. Amadis de Gaule in french in 7 vol £0 05 0
ANADfS de Gaula, Le premier (-septiesme) livre
d'Amadis de Gaule, mis en francoys par ... Nicolas de
Herberay, 7 vols., Groulleau edition, Paris, 1555 80
1096. Diana de Geor: de monte major in 2 vol £0 02 6
Jorge de MONTEMAYOR, La Diana de Iorge de Monte Maior
... Parte primera (-segunda), 2 vols., Venice, 1574 120
Later 2 volume eds., Antwerp, 1580 (80) ; Milan, 1616
(120), etc.
1097. Del grand Reyno de la China £0 01 6
Juan GONZALEZ DE MENDOZA, Historia de las cosas as
notables, rites y costumbres, del gran Reyno de la
China .. con un Itinerario del nuevo mundo (del Padre
Custodio Fray Martin Ignacio ... que paso ala China),
Rome, 1585 ; Valencia, 1585 ; Madrid, 1586 ; Medina
del Campo, 1595 ; Antwerp, 1596 80
1098. Don Quxote(sic) £0 01 0
Miguel de CERVANTES SAAVEDRA, Don Quixote 80
Part 1 first published in 80 at Lisbon and Valencia,
1605 ; Parts 1 and 2, first published in 80 at Brussels,
1607, 1616. Numerous later editions in 80.
1099. La some de Theologie £0 01 4
Philipp MELANCHTHON, La So_e de Thlologie ; ou lieux
comuns, reveuz et aiget6s de nouveau ... ce qui
estoit en la pr6c6dente 6dition improprement traduict
... a este ... confer6 a 1loriginal (with a preface by
Jean Calvin), Geneva, 1551 80
1100. 6 small french bookes (80 or 120) £0 02 8
1101. 3 bookes in Italian (80 or 120) £0 01 4
1102. 6 other bookes in Italian (80 or 120) £0 02 0
1103. 8 other bookes in french (80 or 120) £0 02 0
1104. 2 in high dutch (i.e. German) (80 or 120) £0 01 6
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1105. Jo: Webb mare ovidianum £0 03 6
Joseph WEBBE, Usus et Authoritas, Id est Liber Loquens,
feliciter incipit, sub titulo Entheati laterialis
prini Hexaietra & Pentametra (half-title reads :
"Entheatus Materialis Primus, Mare Ovidianum Totum"),
London, 1626 120
(STC : 25171)
1106. Euphormioni Lusinij Satyricon £0 02 6
Lusininus EUPHORNIO (i.e. John BARCLAY), Euphorionis
Lusinini Satyricon (Parts 1 and 2), Paris, 1605, 1609
1613 ; Leyden, 1637 ; 1655 ; Amsterdam, 1658 120
1107. Rhetorum Collegij Porsensis orationis £0 01 8
Nicolaus VERNULAEUS, Rhetorum Lovaniensium Collegii
Porcensis orationum Tomi duo, sub Nicalao Vernulaeo
habitae, Cologne, 1618 ; 1645 ; 1671 ; Li6ge, 1671 120
1108. C: Plinij Epist: lib: 9 £0 01 0
Caius PLINIUS CAECILIUS SECUNDUS, C. Plinii ... Epist.
lib IX (ed. H. Estienne), Paris, 1581 ; Geneva, 1591 ;
Paris, 1598 ... Geneva, 1638 small 120 or 160
1109. Phrases poeticae £0 01 8
Anon., Phrases Poeticae, seu sylvae poeticarum lectionum
uberrisae. - Multo qua. antea seliores ... locupletioresque
redditae, Frankfurt, 1620? 120
1110. M Val Martialis epigramata cum anotat £0 02 0
The first edition of this work, with annotations,in either 80 or 120:
Marcus Valerius NARTIALIS, Epigramata, Lyons, 1518 80
Numerous subsequent editions in 80.
1111. P: Virgilij opera £0 01 6
Publius VIRGILIUS MARO, Opera, Venice, 1501 80
First published in 120 : Paris, 1537. Numerous
subsequent editions in both 80 and 120.
1112. Dialogi sacri £0 00 8
S6bastien CHITEILLON, Dialogorum sacrorum libri quatuor,
Basle, 1551 ... Edinburgh, 1676 80
(STC : 4770-4774 ; 4775-4776 ; C3732-C3732D)
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1113. Owens Epigrams £0 01 0
Joannes OWEN, the Epigramist, Epigrams of that most
wittie and worthie epigra_atist Mr. J. Owen (trans.
from latin by J. Vicars), London, 1619 80
Later editions in 120 : London, 1677 ; 1678.
(STC : 18993 ; 0825E-0825F)
1114. Nicol: Taurelli metaphisica £0 0 10
Nicolaus TAURELLUS, Philosophiae triumphus, hoc est,
Netaphysica philosophandi methodus, qua divinitus
inditis menti notitija, humanae rationes eo deducuntur,
ut firuissimis inde constructis demonstrationibus
aperte rei veritas elucescat, & quae diu philosophorum
sepulta fuit authoritate philosophia victrix erumpat,
Basle, 1573 ; Arnhem, 1617 80
1115. Adolphi Scribonij Ethica £0 00 6
Gulielmus Adolphus SCRIBONIUS, Philosophia ethica bx
Aristotele et aliis methodice repetita, Lemgo, 1584
Basle, 1586 ; 1588? ; Frankfurt, 1589 ; 1606 ;
Hanover, 1593 80
1116. Lamberti Danaei Phisica Christiana £0 01 4
Lambert DANEAU, Physica christiana, sive de Rerum
creatarum cognitione et usu, disputatio e Sacrae
Scripturae fontibus hausta ... per Lambertum Danaeum,
Geneva, 1576 ; 1580, 1582 ; 1580 ; 1602, 1606 80
1117. Jo: Setoni dialectica £0 01 6
Joannes SETONUS, Dialectica, London, 1545 ...
London, 1639 80
(STC : 22250-22257.5)
1118. Rob: Baronij opuscula £0 01 8
Robert BARON, Prof. of Divinity at Narischal College,
Aberdeen, Netaphysica generalis ; accedunt nunc pri-ux
quae supererant ex parte speciali. Oania ad usum theologiae
acco odata. Opus posthumum. Ex museo Antonii Clementii
Zirizaei, Leyden, 1657 ; London, 1657? ; Oxford, 1658
Oxford, 1669? 120
(STC : B882-B884)
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1119. Guidonis Pancerolli rerum memorabilium lib £0 02 6
Guido PANCIROLI,Rerux iemorabilium jam olim
deperditaru- : & contra recens atque ingeniose inventarum
libri duo (trans. into latin by H. Salmuth), 2 vols.in 1,
Hamburg, 1599, 1602 ; 1607 ; 1612 ; 1622 8°
Another copy of Item no. 263, in octavo.
1120. Gilberti Jacchaei Phisicae et metaphisicae Institucon
£0 03 0
Two works by Gilbertus JACCHAEUS bound together in
one volume:
(a) Institutiones physicae, Leyden, 1614 ; Erfurt,
1619 ; Leyden, 1624 80
Later editions in 120 : Amsterdam, 1644 ; Jena, 1646.
(b) Prinae philosophiae institutiones (...
Institutionum metaphysicarum libri sex), Leyden, 1616
1628 80
Later editions in 120 : Leyden, 1640 ; Cambridge, 1649.
(STC : J57)
1121. Jo: Rigeri Ethica £0 01 4
Johannes RIGER, Ethicorum libri duo, quibus vera bene
vivendi ratio continetur, Frankfurt, 1589
Hanover, 1605 80
1122. Adolphi Scribonij Phisica £0 01 2
Gulielmus Adolphus SCRIBONIUS, Rerum physicarum,
Iuxta Leges Logices Nethodica Explicatio, Frankfurt,
1577 ; 1579 ; London, 1581 ; Basle, 1583 ; Cambridge,
1584 (with Timothy Bright's Animadversiones)
Frankfurt, 1593 ; 1600 80
(STC : 22109.5-22110.5 ; 3745)
1123. Bar: Keckerm: systema logicae cum alijs £0 02 6
Another copy of Item no. 787 (with other works by
Keckermannus), above.
1124. ffr: Burgersdicij logica £0 01 6
Franco BURGERSDIJCK, Institutionum Logicarus Libri
duo, Leyden, 1626 ... Cambridge, 1680 80
(STC : 4108 ; B5630-B5636)
1125. Philosophia Epicurea per Nic: Hill £0 02 0
Nicolaus HILL, Philosophia Epicurea, Democratica,
Theophrastica, proposita simpliciter, non edocta,
Paris, 1601 8°
Another edition : Geneva, 1619 (120).
(AE, p.38)
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1126. Symths(sic) Logick £0 01 0
ISuel SMITH, Aditus ad logica. in usum eorum qui
primo acadeniam salutant, London, 1613 80
All subsequent editions, Oxford, 1615 ... 7th ed.,
Oxford, 1656, published in 120.
(STC : 22825-22833 ; S4194-S4195)
1127. Philosophia libera £0 02 0
Another copy of Item no. 585, above.
1128. Platonis Alcibiades £0 00 8
PLATO (suppositious), Platonis Alcibiades Primus,
vel de Natura Hominis, M. Ficino interprete, Paris,
1560 40*
(* Nb. I have not been able to trace an edition of
this work in either 8° or 120).
1129. ffr: Hottmanni Logica £0 01 6
Franjois HOTMAN, Dialecticae Institutionis libri IIII,
Geneva, 1573 ; ?, 1593 ; Frankfurt, 1586 ; 1665 80
fl7r
1130. Val: Maximi memorabilium lib £0 01 6
Another copy of Item no. 1067, above.
1131. Polidori Virgilij de rerum Inventoribq £0 02 0
Polydorus VERGILIUS, De rerun inventoribus libri octo,
... Eiusden in dominican precem comentariolum,
Basle, 1532 ... Cologne, 1626 80
Later editions in 120 : Antwerp, 1562 ; Basle, 1570
Amsterdam, 1671.
First edition : Venice, 1499 (40).
1132. ffr: Patritij de reipublicae institutionae £0 01 6
Francesco PATRIZI, Bishop of Gaeta, De Institutione
reipublicae libri novem historiarun sententiarunque
varietate refertissini, Paris, 1569 ; 1575 ; 1578;
1585 ; Strassburg, 1594 ; 1608 80
First edition : Paris, 1518, in folio.
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1133. Venerabilis Bedae historia Ecclesiastica £0 01 6
Venerable BEDE, Historia Ecclesiastica, Louvain,
1566 ; Cologne, 1601 120
First edition : Essling, c.1475, in folio.
1134. Pauli Manutij epistolae £0 01 4
Paolo IIANUZIO, Epistolae, et Praefationes quae
dicuntur, Venice, 1558 80
Numerous subsequent editions in both 80 and 120.
This work was repeatedly enlarged, from four to
fourteen books.
1135. Chronicon Carionis £0 01 4
Johann CARION, Chronica ... conversa ex Geruanico in
Latinum a doctissimo viro Her-ano Bono, & ab authore
diligenter recognita, Schweinfurt (in Halle), 1537 ;
1539 ; Paris, 1543 8°
Later published in 120 as Carionis chronicon liber,
Venice, 1556.
1136. ffr: Petrarchi de remidio utriusque fortunae £0 01 8
Francesco PETRARCA, De Remediis utriusque Fortunae,
Heidelberg?, 1485? ; Venice, 1515 80
First edition in 120 : Rotterdam, 1649.
1137. Chronicon Phil: melanthonis £0 01 6
Johann CARION, Chronicon absolutissim ab orbe condito
usque ad Christ= deductt., in quo non Carionis solum
opus continentur ... Philippo Nelanthone autore,
Basle, 1559 80
Another edition, expanded, Lyons?, 1560 (160). An
updated edition of Item no. 1135 above. All editions
after 1560 included contributions from Caspar Peucer
as well as Philipp Melanchthon.
1138. Suetonij Tranquilli de 12 Caesaribus £0 01 6
Another copy of Item no. 1053, above.
1139. Alciati Emblemata £0 01 0
Another copy of Item no. 780, above.
1140. Theatrum mundi minoris £0 01 2
Pierre BOAISTUAU, called LAUNAY, Theatrum undi iinoris,
sive humanae calanitatis oceanus. Ex Gallico in Latinui
translatus seruonem, interprete F. Lauren. Cupaero,
Antwerp, 1576 ; 1589 120
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1141. Computus Ecclesiasticus £0 00 8
Two possible works published in 120:
(a) Johann SPANGENBERG, Coaputus ecclesiasticus
in pueriles questiones redactus, Wittenberg, 1539
(b) Christophorus CLAVIUS, CoNutus ecclesiasticus
per digitorus articulos mira facilitate traditus, Rome,
1597 ; Mainz, 1599 ; Rome, 1603
1142. Nichodemi ffrischlini facetiae £0 01 6
Nicodemus FRISCHLIN, Facetiae selectiores : quibus ob
argumenti similitudinem accesserunt H. Bebelii, P.L.
Facetiarum Libri Tres : Sales item, seu facetiae ex
PoRgii Florentini Oratoris libro selectae. Nec non
Alphonsi Regis Arragonum et Adelphi Facetiae, ut et
Prognostica J. Heinrichwanni, Strassburg & Leipzig, 1600 80
All subsequent editions in 120 : Strassburg, 1603
1609 ; 1615 ; 1625 ; Amsterdam, 1651 ; 1660.
1143. Hadriani Junij Emblemata £0 00 8
Adrianus JUNIUS, Emblemata ... Ejusde aeniatum
libellus, Antwerp, 1565 ; 1566 ; 1569 80
All subsequent editions in 120 Antwerp 1569 ; 1575
1585 ; Leyden, 1596.
1144. Herodiani Historia £0 00 6
HERODIAN the Historian, Historia Libri VIII, Florence,
1517 ; Colmar, 1523 ; Paris, 1529 ; 1539 ; 1544 80
Subsequent editions in 120 : Lyons, 1559 ; Antwerp,
1585.
1145. Justini historia £0 0 10
TROGUS POMPEIUS, Justini Historia ex Trogo Pompeio
quatuor & triginta epithomatis collecta, Lyons, 1510
... Amsterdam, 1669 80
Also published in 120 : Lyons, 1551 ... Hamburg and
Amsterdam, 1678.
An edition of the Epitome historiarum Trogi Pompeii by
Justinus the historian.
1146. L: fflori historia £0 0 10
Publius Annius FLORUS, Epitome Rerum Romanorum,
Strassburg, 1528 ... Utrecht, 1680 80
Also published in 120: Oxford, 1631 ... Rotterdam, 1680.
Another copy of Item no. 725 above, in either 80 or 120.
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1147. Scutum Regium £0 00 8
1148.
George HAKEWILL, Scutum regium, id est, adversus omnes
regicidas et regicidarou patronos, ab initio nundi usque
ad interitum Phocae IMP. ... Ecclesiae Catholicae
consensus orthodoxus, London, 1612 80
Another ed., London, 1613 (120).
(STC : 12618-12619)
Mercurius Gallobellicus £0 01 4
Michael Caspar LUNDORP, Breviarii historici continuatio,
hoc est succincta descriptio historica, ounium rerun
memorabilium toto terrarum orbe gestarum, alias sub
titulo lercurii gallo-bellici typis publicis divolgata,
in qua penes dilucidam historicam commemorationem res
inter i!peratorem ... Ferdinandum II et serenissim
principes electorem palatinum ... explicantur ... per
lichaelem Gasp. Lindorpium (ed. Theobaldus Schoenwetterus),
Frankfurt, 1620 80
1149. Car: Sigonij de Rep: Hebriorum £0 02 0
Carlo SIGONIO, De Republica Hebraeorum libri VII,
Bologna, 1582 ; Frankfurt & Cologne, 1583 ; Speyer,
1584 ; Frankfurt, 1585 ; Hanover, 1608 80
1150. Pauli manutij Antiquitatum Rom: lib 2 £0 02 6
Paolo MANUZIO, Antiquitatum romanorum Pauli lanutii
libri duo, unus de legibus, alter de senatu,
Cologne, 1582 80
1151. Mundus alter et idem £0 01 0
NERCURIUS BRITANNICUS (i.e. Joseph HALL, Bishop of
Exeter and Norwich), Numdus alter et idem sive Terra
Australis antehac semper incognita lorigis itineribus
peregrini Academici nuperrime lustrata. Auth.
Mercurio Britannico (ed. William Knight), London,
1605? ; Hanover, 1607 ; Frankfurt, ? 80
(STC : 12685)
1152. Jo: Sleidani de 4 imperijs £0 01 8
Joannes PHILIPPSON Sleidanus, De quatuor su_is imperiis,
Babylonico, Persico, Graeco, et Romano, libri tres,
Strassburg, 1556 ... Cambridge, 1646 80
Also published in 120 : Geneva, 1559 ... Frankfurt, 1672.
(STC : 19847 ; S3988)
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1153. Eliae Reusneri flores £0 02 6
Klias REUSNERUS, Florum hortuli historico-politici
coronae VI. ... Opus incremento posthumum recensente
Cyriaco Lentulo, Herborn, 1651 80
Earlier edition, different title-page, Herborn, 1618 120
(ed. Abraham de la Faye).
1154. Dioginis Laertij cum alijs de vitis Philosophorum
£0 02 6
DIOGENES Laertius, Diogenis Laertii de vitis, dognatis
et apophthegaatis eorum qui in philosophia claruerunt,
libri decem. Hesichii, ... de iisdem philosophis, et
de aliis scriptoribus liber. Pythagoreorum
philosophoru fragpenta, Geneva, 1595 120
Various Greek-Latin editions of this work were
published by Henri Estienne at Geneva, 1593 ; 1594
1616 ; 1617, all in 80.
Another copy of Item no. 772, above, in 120.
1155. Auli Gellij noctes Atticae cum notis £0 02 0
Possibly the following edition:
Aulus GELLIUS, Noctes atticae, seu vigilliae atticae
... Henrici Stephani ... cum notis Lud. Carrionis,
Paris, 1585 80
However, there were numerous other editions of this
work, many with commentaries.
Another copy of Item no. 909, above, in 80 (or 120).
1156. fflores politici £0 02 0
Pietro Andrea CANONIERO, Flores illustrium axiomatum,
sententiarum ac similitudinum politicarum, ex optimis
scriptis collecti, Antwerp, 1615 80
("Running title reads "Flores politici")
1157 Bellum Tartaricum £0 01 8
Nartinus MARTINI, Bellum Tartaricum, or the conquest of
the great and most renowned Empire of China, by the
invasion of the Tartars ... Together with a map of the
Provinces and Chief Cities of the countries, London,
1654 80
First published in latin as De bello tartarico historia,
Antwerp, Rome and Cologne, 1654.
(STC : M858)
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1158. Dictijs Cretensis et daretis Phrygij de bello
troicano £0 01 6
DICTYS Cretensis, Dictys Cretensis et Daretis Phyrgii,
De bello Troiano historia (ed. Franciscus Faragonius),
Lyons, 1552 ; Paris, 1560 ; 1564 ; Lyons, 1569 120
Later edition (ed. Josias Mercerus) : Paris, 1618
Amsterdam, 1630 ; 1631 (120).
First edition : Messina, 1498 (40).
1159. Alex: Sardi de moribq et ritibq gentium £0 02 0
Alessandro SARDI of Ferrara, De ioribus ac ritibus
gentium libri III. nunc primum in lucem editi,
Venice, 1557 : Mainz, 1577 80
Also published in 120 : Mainz, 1577 ; Hamburg, 1599.
1160. Erasmi Roterodami vita et Epist £0 01 6
Desiderius ERASMUS, Magni D. Erasmi ... vita, partin
ab ipsomet Erasmo, partin ab anicis ... descripta.
Accedunt Epistolae ... plus quan septuaginta, quas
aetate provectiore scripsit, nec inter vulgatas in
agno volumine comparent, Leyden, 1615 80 & 120
Another edition : Leyden, 1642 (120).
First edition : Leyden, 1607 (40).
1161. Apiani Alexandrini historia £0 02 6
APPIAN of Alexandria, Historia romana, Venice, 1526
Geneva, 1560 80
Another copy of Item no. 104, above, in 80.
1162. Dionisij Hallicarnasses Antiquit: Rom: historia
£0 03 0
DIONYSIUS of Halicarnassus, Antiquitates Ron. libri XI
ab Aenilio Porto ... redditi, Cologne, 1614 120
An edition of the Archaeologia Romana, first published
at Trevis, 1480, in folio.
1163. C: Julij Caesaris quae extant omnia £0 02 0
Caius Julius CAESAR, Omnia quae exstant. Accessere
I-perij Romani, Galliarumque & Hispaniaruo tabulae
A. Orteli (ed. J.J. Scaliger), Leyden, 1593 ; 1606
1651 ; Amsterdam, 1661 ; 1670 80
Also published in 120 : ?, 1595 ; Leyden, 1635
Amsterdam, 1635 ; 1644 ; 1657 ; 1661 ; 1675.
An edition of Caesar's Works with the commentaries of
Hirtius and others.
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1164. Lasari soranzi de rebus lib £0 01 4
Lazzaro SORANZO, Ottonnwus L. Soranzi ... sive de rebus
Turcicis liber unus, in tres partes divisus ... Nunc
prim= Latio donatus (ed. J. Geuderus ab Heroltzberga),
Hanover?, 1600 120
Another edition (different title-page) : Frankfurt,
1601 (80).
1165. Polianaei Stratagematum lib 8 graecae et lat £0 03 0
POLYAENUS, floXvaLvou ETppanrpyILa wv BLPXoL o6t¶w.
Polyaeni Stratagematum libri octo. I. Casaubonis
Graece nunc primu edidit, e.edavit et notis illustravit.
Adjecta est etiam J. Vulteii Latina versio, Lyons,
1589 160*
No edition in 80 or 120.
Greek-Latin.
1166. Barth: Caranze summa Consiliorum £0 03 6
Bartholome CARRANZA, Archbishop of Toledo, Suma
Conciliorum et Pontificum a Petro usque ad Paulum
Tertium, Venice, 1546 ... Louvain, 1681 80
One edition in 120 : Paris, 1555.
fl7v
1167. Mores leges et ritus omnium gentium £0 02 0
Joannes BOENUS Aubanus, Omnium gentiuo mores, leges,
& ritus, Lyons, 1535 ... Lyons, 1621 80
Also published in 120 : Lyons, 1570 ; Antwerp, 1571
Lyons, 1576 ; Geneva, 1604 ; 1610.
1168. Noches de invierno £0 00 6
Antonio de ESLAVA, Parte primera del libro intitulado
Noches de Invierno, Pamplona & Barcelona, 1609 ;
Brussels, 1610 120
Only the first part of this work seems to have been
published.
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1169. Antiquae historiae ex 27 historibq Contexte £0 05 0
Another copy of Item nd. 757, above (nb. edition
published in 120 : Lyons, 1591).
1170. Epitaphie Jocoseria £0 01 8
Franciscus SWEERTIUS, Epitaphia joco-seria Latina,
Gallica, Italica, Hispanica, Lusitanica, Belgica.
F.S. posteritati et urbanitati collegit, Cologne,
1623 ; 1645 80
1171. Camdeni Britania £0 05 6
Another copy of Item no. 893, above.
1172. Tho: mori Utopia cum alijs £0 02 0
Sir Thomas MORE, Utopia, Paris, 1517? 8°
First edition in 120 : Frankfurt, 1601. Numerous
further editions in 8° and 120. The reference to "cum
alijs" in the catalogue description may refer to other
works by More, or commentaries on Utopia (e.g. the
1517? edition included the annotations of Erasmus).
First edition : London, 1516 (40).
(AE, sig.Bv)
1173. Comparatio Rom: pontificum et regum Ethnicorum
£0 01 4
(Jean DU TILLET, Bishop of Saint Brieuc and Meaux),
Pontificum aliquot Roman. Christi Vicariorum exempla.
cum Ethnicorum principum gestis comparata, London?,
1576 80
(Not listed in STC)
1174. Justi Lipsi de rebus Rom £0 00 8
Justus LIPSIUS, Tractatus ad historiam Romanam
cognoscendam apprise utiles, Cambridge & Leyden,
1592 ; Cambridge, 1607 ; Frankfurt, 1609 ; and reissued
as Rona Illustrata, Leyden, 1645 ; 1650 ; Amsterdam,
1657 120
1175. Quinti Curtij historiarum lib £0 02 0
Quintus CURTIUS RUFUS, Historiarum magni Alexandri
Macedonis libri octo, Cologne, 1579 80
First edition with catalogue title. First published
in 80 (Historia Alexandri Magni), Florence, 1507.
Another copy of Item no. 722, above, in 80 or 120.
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